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From the Editor

ACCIDENTS HAPPEN
SECURE YOUR FILES

Are you ready for the
conversation?

W

hether you love it
or loathe it, BYOD
is here to stay. It
is a major trend
reshaping IT, forcing businesses
to deal with complex management and security challenges as
enterprise data is increasingly
shared across multiple platforms,
devices, applications and clouds.
Does this trend challenge existing infrastructure and mindsets?
You bet. Can you afford to ignore
or simply react to increasing
demands on IT? Definitely not.
IT leaders are striving to lead
the BYOD opportunity, but few
describe their current consumer
technology initiatives as proactive or as being part of a long-

term business plan. That status
is rapidly changing, of course,
and the good news is that there
are plenty of resources and tools
to help you build a strategy or
improve on an existing one. One
area to watch is mobile device
management (MDM). There’s a lot
of movement in the market, and
there are plenty of tools to pick
from, which makes your job that
much harder. To get you started,
we’ve assembled advice from IT
leaders who have successfully
deployed a BYOD program and
an MDM solution. Here’s what
they had to say.
–Jodie Naze
Editor in chief
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Lost and stolen mobile devices put information at risk.
Ensure secure anytime, anywhere file access for your workforce with
Accellion secure mobile file sharing solutions.

Because accidents happen....
Learn about the 10 mobile security requirements you
need to look for to address BYOD in your organization.
DOWNLOAD THE WHITEPAPER NOW
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To learn more, or to sign up for a free trial, visit: www.accellion.com

Controlling
the chaos
A successful BYOD
deployment requires an
effective mobile device
strategy that balances
user enthusiasm, costs
and risk. Here are the
top considerations
when refining your
plan. By David Strom
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MDM controls

T

he fear of some IT leaders
is that the consumerization of IT creates chaos.
“BYOD means my phone,
my tablet, my pictures, my music.
It’s all about the user,” said Gartner
analyst Eric Maiwald at Gartner’s
2013 Security and Risk Management Summit.
While this sentiment may be
true in some cases, other IT leaders will tell you that chaos doesn’t
need to reign. Enterprises can support multiple mobile platforms
while controlling how they are
used, as well as manage costs and
minimize risk.
One key to a successful BYOD
program is mobile device management (MDM), where carefully
chosen tools and policies let companies regain control. Research
firm IDC predicts that MDM will be
a billion-dollar business by 2015,
but despite its bright future, MDM
deployment is still in the early
stages. According to IDG Enterprise’s 2013 Consumerization of
IT in the Enterprise survey, only
28% of the 1,621 IT leaders polled
said they have invested in an MDM



solution. However, the larger the
company, the more likely it is to use
MDM tools.
How do you fit MDM into your
device strategy? We’ve assembled
advice from IT leaders who have
researched and deployed an MDM
solution. While BYOD can be implemented in a variety of ways — for
all new hires, for particular departments, or for specific groups of
workers, such as field personnel or
employees who work from home
offices — the important thing is to
be consistent and clear when you
create and enforce your policies.
Here’s what you need to ask:
What are you trying to control?
Are you trying to manage the apps
on particular devices, the pairing
of a user with his or her device, the
device itself, or the collection of
files on each device? Each MDM
product has a somewhat different
perspective, and there are advantages and disadvantages to each
approach. But no matter what kind
of protection you choose, no MDM
tool will help if an insecure app
sends personal data in clear text
and saves it locally on the phone’s

Biggest BYOD challenges
54%
51%

Difficult to install security
controls on user devices

44%

Integration issues between existing security
platform and consumer-based apps

27%

Difficulties making core enterprise
applications available remotely

41%
28%

Inadequate visibility into end-user activities

40%
30%

Unauthorized downloads by end users

39%
33%
37%
36%

Bandwidth constraints
14%
19%

We have not experienced any challenges

n

1,000+

n <1,000

Source: 2013 Consumerization of IT in the Enterprise,
IDG Enterprise, 1,621 IT leaders
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SD card for any app to access. Nor
will you be protected when unregistered devices, such as a jailbroken phone, operate outside the
MDM tool’s security features.
Should you allow personal
information on your protected
corporate devices? As a security
measure, many MDM tools make
it difficult to save personal data on
protected phones. These products
fall into one of two broad categories: Some protect against unauthorized use of personal phones by
limiting them to a DMZ or guest network where corporate data can’t be
accessed, while others allow the
use of personal phones but require
you to install software that monitors and manages them. Keep in
mind, the harder you make it for
users to store personal information, the more likely it is that they
will find a way around the blocks
or bring their personal phones to
work and use them for work purposes.
Can you map and manage a
device to a particular user in your
directory services so that your
IT department doesn’t need to



6 questions to ask MDM vendors about
security-specific features

W

hat mix of security-specific features does
your files will be.
an MDM solution need to keep your netCan you remotely wipe all traces of a
work and data secure? Six questions will
document or history from the device, or
help refine what’s important when creating your
disable the device entirely if it’s lost or stolen?
policies.
One often-touted feature of many MDM prodIs all traffic encrypted between mobile
ucts is the ability to remotely wipe a phone if it is
devices and your corporate network?
compromised, or at least terminate any Internet
Some apps use SSL connections, and some proaccess from the device. But how is this functionalvide their own encryption methods. Some MDM
ity implemented, and what level of IT involvement
solutions don’t encrypt any data that is sent over
is needed (such as a panic call into your help desk)
the Internet at all, and most Android devices don’t
to turn off a device?
have device-level encryption.
Can you disable particular device periphAre files that are viewed on the mobile
erals through MDM policies? Some MDM
device actually stored on the
products can turn off broadband data condevice itself? With some products,
nections and force Wi-Fi to save on cellular
once a remote session ends, all traces
data usage, or disable a camera or Blueof the document are removed from the
tooth radio under certain circumstances.
device’s memory and storage. With
Does the MDM product integrate
others, there can be some residue, or
with two-factor authentication
Related
reading
the file itself could be accessed by an
tools? Some MDM tools support thirdMDM tools:
app that you have already downloaded
party multiple-factor authentication for
Features
and
to your device.
increased security — for example, Airfunctions
Does a document remain under
Watch works with F-Secure’s authenticacompared
the control of the app, or can
tion product. However, some products,
Tame users’
you prevent a document from being
such as IBM’s Endpoint Manager for
gadgets with
mobile device
exported outside the app? The stricter
Mobile Devices, offer no second-factor
management
the control you have, the more secure
support.
–D.S.
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initiate any additional workflow,
setup or policies? Solutions that
are tightly coupled with Active
Directory or LDAP save deployment time and enable you to use
your existing security policy frameworks. You might also want to lock
a particular user to a particular
device, depending on the circumstances.
Can you set device- and application-level policies that are centrally managed? Some MDM solutions offer more than one degree of
control. You must decide whether
you want to manage every device
in your network or focus only on
company-owned devices. Or you
may want to construct your mobile
use policies to be more flexible.
What are the security implications of your policies? Understanding how the various MDM
products work with particular
security approaches isn’t easy
because each tool has different
mechanisms to protect your network and data. For IT, security is
a showstopper: According to the
IDG Enterprise survey, 76% of IT
leaders said security is the great-



One company experiments with a lowrisk, low-IT-overhead MDM solution

A

ttachmate has had a BYOD policy for several
years, allowing all newly hired employees
to use their personal cell phones at work.
About two years ago, the IT department started
getting requests to use its Siebel customer relationship management software on mobile devices,
but it hadn’t purchased any mobile licenses. “It
was less costly for us to develop our own
mobile app and buy an MDM tool than
to purchase the additional Siebel
mobile licenses,” said Jacqueline Dundon, an IT project manager and business analyst at the Bellevue, Wash.based software company. Also
looking for a way to pilot a low-cost
MDM project to prove its worth to management, Dundon settled on a solution
from Rover Apps (which was recently acquired by
Kaseya). “We checked out Rover Retriever, and
our operations team gave us the green light from a
security perspective,” she said.
Over the past 18 months, more than 75 employees have begun using Attachmate’s mobile app
to access Siebel mostly via iPhones, as well as on
some Android and BlackBerry devices. “Rover
was able to support HTML5, which made it easy to
develop and deploy our app,” Dundon said. “Adop-

tion was initially somewhat slower than we’d liked,
but it is starting to pick up now.” In fact, Attachmate’s IT group has found that very little user training is required. The mobile app enables users to
both look up customer data as well as perform
some basic data entry and updates from a phone.
As part of its BYOD policies, Attachmate
requires all new hires to agree that if they
use their own phones, the devices must
be wiped clean if compromised. To date,
none of Dundon’s 75 users have
needed this.
The Siebel app is the only one currently in production using the Rover
MDM tool, although the company is
looking at adding other apps, including
SharePoint and email access. Another group
within Attachment is also using the MDM tool
to secure access for 25 system engineers who are
part of a development team, and the company
is looking at other MDM products as it expands
mobile access for other situations.
“Rover has given us the ability to test the MDM
waters and experiment with its adoption, and has
been a very positive experience,” Dundon said.
“It was low risk and [required] low IT overhead to
implement.”
–D.S.
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est challenge to an organization’s
ability to fully embrace the BYOD
trend. Specific challenges for
larger companies include installing security controls on user

49%
of enterprise organizations currently
have or are considering development of
a mobile app store
Source: 2013 Consumerization
of IT in the Enterprise, IDG
Enterprise, 1,621 IT leaders

S h u t t e r s t o ck

The CEO
made
the flight.
The tablet
didn’t.

devices (54%), bandwidth constraints (37%) and unauthorized
downloads by end users (39%).
[ See chart on page 5]
Should you create and manage your own enterprise app
store? Almost half of the enterprises surveyed by IDG Enterprise have or are considering
building their own mobile app
store to make it easier for their
users to download corporateapproved and -built apps.
Finally, do you have a written
BYOD policy? If not, you need
one. Define what acceptable
use is, which apps are allowed
and which aren’t, and what company services such as email or
customer information can be
accessed from each device. You
can view samples of BYOD policies here.

So, what’s your
MDM strategy?

Whether it’s a corporate-owned or personal tablet or smartphone,
you no longer have to worry about sensitive business information
falling into the wrong hands when a device is lost or stolen.

David Strom writes and
speaks about networking and
communications topics. He can
be reached through his web site
or @dstrom.

Citrix XenMobile MDM provides enterprise-grade management,
configuration, security and support for mobile devices. Give people
the freedom to work from anywhere on the device of their choice
without sacrificing security and compliance.

Learn more at www.citrix.com/go/enterprise-mobility.
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*All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

The MDM landscape
Vendors offer granular controls over mobile apps and devices, but
their solutions differ in significant ways. Here’s how to make sense
of the options in this complex and ever-changing landscape.
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questions you need to ask a potential MDM vendor:

Gartner’s MDM Magic Quadrant
Challengers	Leaders

1

Is a separate hardware-based
management appliance
required? Some products make
use of cloud-based management
software, while others require
specific hardware to be placed on
your network. Some examples:
Cisco Meraki used to require the
company’s hardware platform
but now offers a cloud-based service; JAMF Software’s solution
works with Aerohive Networks’
wireless access points to manage
the mobile devices; and NetApp
Connect has a Java-based server
that must be run on a Windows
or Linux machine on a local network. Fiberlink’s MaaS360 is strictly
cloud-based, while MobileIron, AirWatch and IBM offer both options.

2

How does the MDM solution
work when documents must
be shared with external users
outside the corporate domain?
Some MDM tools set up a secure
tunnel to file shares, while others have publish-and-subscribe

Ability to execute

M

obile device management is a vibrant marketplace: According
to Gartner, 2012 MDM
software revenue reached $784
million worldwide, and it expects
that figure to increase to over $1.6
billion in 2014.
It’s also a market on the move.
Some of its 50-plus vendors came
to MDM through acquisitions (such
as Citrix and SAP), while others
(such as Good Technology and
AirWatch) came through products
that have been around since the
early days, when mobile devices
were very crude. Still others are
general endpoint or network security vendors that have added MDM
into their existing product lines
(such as Sophos and Symantec).
In Gartner’s latest MDM Magic
Quadrant report (May 2013), AirWatch, Citrix, Fiberlink, Good Technology, MobileIron and SAP are
shown as the major leaders/visionaries in the MDM market.
While every MDM solution offers
very granular controls over mobile
apps and devices, they differ in
some significant ways. Here are six

AirWatch
MobileIron
Citrix
SAP
Good Technology
Fiberlink

Sophos
McAfee
Blackberry Trend Micro
Absolute
Tangoe Software
LANDesk
Kaspersky
Lab

Niche players

Box Tone
Soti
Symantec
IBM

visionaries

Completeness of vision
Source: Gartner (May 2013)
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models to make documents easily
available on mobile devices. Some
also support a variety of intranettype servers such as SharePoint.
An example of the latter is Rover
Apps’ Retriever (recently acquired
by Kaseya), which has a set of programming interfaces for a variety
of mobile devices to enable secure
access to corporate data via a
native mobile app. It comes in two
pieces: a server-side gateway that
installs on a Windows computer,
and iOS and Android client software.

3

Is a secure container required
for data files? Many MDM tools
can isolate an app’s data so that no
other app can see it.

4

What apps does the MDM
product support? Not every
app can be controlled by every
solution, and some have been
around longer and have gathered
more app partners than others.

5

Does the MDM solution also
manage desktops? Some
MDM tools can manage both




mobile and desktop devices from
the same console, making it easier
for your help desk support staff.

6

What is the cost? Each MDM
product has a different pricing
strategy. Some, such as Fiberlink’s
MaaS360 and MobileIron, charge
on a per-seat basis for unlimited
devices, while others have a fixed
per-server fee or add annual support contracts. Cisco Meraki’s Systems Manager is completely free.

O

ne way to distinguish
between MDM vendors
is to look at how each
tool handles document
management and security. There
are 10 different ways to do this,
grouped into two broad categories
— with one offering better options
than the other. In the chart on
page 12, these solutions are broken
down by relative security strength
and document fidelity, meaning
how secure the approach is and
how close the software comes to
displaying the original desktop

And then there is running a VPN
Word or PowerPoint document.
client on your mobile device. Even
Here are some of the highlights and
if you can find a client for your
major differences among these
tablet or smartphone that will work
approaches.
with your corporate VPN provider,
The first group includes methVPNs often expose too much of
ods such as emailing yourself
the network to too many applidocuments or using cloud-based
cations and don’t work well on
storage services such as Box or
mobile networks. This is because a
Dropbox. These solutions circumtypical VPN assumes that all apps
vent enterprise security by movon your tablet are well behaved.
ing business documents to your
Once you open up a VPN connecphone or tablet, and anyone who
tion, any app can have full access
has access to your cloud storage
to your corporate network, and
account can download your docuthat includes rogue applications.
ments freely.
IT managers do not want to worry
Alternatives to using cloud storabout tablet malware.
age services include running one
The second group of solutions
of the cloud-based office apps,
offers better choices. One option
such as Google Apps or Office 365.
is to run some kind of remote
These have the same problems as
desktop app. For example, one law
the cloud storage services, as well
firm using this approach
as the additional issue of
makes smartphone users
not always being mobilecome into its Citrix termifriendly. You can deploy
nal server gateway for all
a document conversion
non-corporate-owned
service such as Braindevices. Such solutions
shark’s SlideShark, but
Related
reading
require a solid broadband
that is specific to presentaCitrix edges
connection to work effections and doesn’t really do
VMware,
tively. If your company
a great job with maintainMicrosoft in
already uses these proding document fidelity.
VDI face-off
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ucts, this could be a good interim
solution for supporting mobile
devices.
Another option is to deploy a
secure file transfer app such as
Accellion’s mobile file-sharing solution. This keeps your files secure
and can be used alongside other
MDM tools. There is also a specialized document rights control app
from WatchDox that can protect
your documents.
Finally, there are full-blown
MDM solutions. These combine
document security features and
offer excellent fidelity along with a
complete set of access controls.
–D.S.

MDM technology comparison
Solution

Typical products

Security

File fidelity

Client versions

Group 1 – Poor compromises
Send yourself an
email attachment

Any email client

Poor

Fair

Numerous

Convert
documents

Brainshark’s SlideShark

Poor

Good

iOS

Cloud-based
storage

Dropbox, Box, Egnyte, many others

Poor

Fair

iOS, Android

Cloud-based
office apps

Google Docs, Zoho, Office 365,
Open-Xchange, SyncroCloud

Poor

Good

Browser-based

Run a native
mobile app

Quickoffice, DataViz’s
Documents To Go, iWork

Poor

Fair

iOS, Android

VPN

Cisco, Juniper, Check Point, many others

Varies

Uncertain

Varies

Group 2 – Better solutions
Document
rights control

WatchDox

Excellent

Fair

iOS, Android,
Blackberry

Secure file
transfer

Accellion’s mobile file sharing

Excellent

Excellent

iOS, Android,
Blackberry

Remote desktop
or VDI

Citrix, LogMeIn, SplashTop,
terminal server

Excellent

Excellent

iOS, Android

Complete MDM
solution

Citrix, GroupLogic’s mobilEcho, Rover
Apps Retriever, NetApp Connect, IBM,
MobileIron, Good Technology, many others

Excellent

Excellent

Varies

*Rover Apps LLC was recently acquired by Kaseya
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Apple’s iOS 7 includes better MDM support

A

pple is certainly listening
to its enterprise iOS users,
and the announcements it
made earlier this summer added
even more enterprise features to
version 7. While you will have to
wait until the fall to download the
new version, Apple has promised the following features will be
included:
Reactivation Lock. This will
keep a lost or stolen iPhone from
being reactivated without the
necessary iCloud account information, even if the device is completely wiped clean. It is a great
security feature, as long as the
phone is still tied to your Apple
user ID. Note: The major carriers
will soon be able to disable stolen
phones entirely.
MDM. One feature Apple
mentioned is “streamlined MDM
enrollment.” While Apple wasn’t
clear about what this means, it
could be a collection of APIs that
each MDM vendor can exploit.




Certainly, putting MDM hooks
into iOS will benefit enterprise
users.
Wi-Fi Hotspot v2 support.
This will not only make it easier to
roam between multiple hot spots
that support this new standard,
called Passpoint, but make your
Wi-Fi connections more secure
as well. This will also cut your
data usage over broadband.
VPN to particular apps. One
issue with VPNs is an all-ornothing access of apps on your

better secure websites and other
mobile phone or tablet to your
servers. Apple will build this feanetwork once you are connected.
ture into iOS and perhaps allow
The new iOS will allow you to set
for deeper security integration
up per-app use of VPNs. This
with particular iOS apps.
means that users can use the
App auto-updates. Finally, iOS
VPN for business-specific apps
apps can automatically update
and still connect to Facebook
themselves, which will hopefully
and other personal apps without
close security loopholes and
having to turn off the VPN conresolve the problems of outdated
nection.
apps. Of course, if your developSelective message blockers push out a buggy update, it
ing. Existing iPhones can turn
can cause trouble with
on the Do Not Disthis feature. Version 7 will
turb feature. The iOS
also group updates to
7 release adds text
maximize battery life and
message and Facegive Wi-Fi connections
Time blocking, and
preference when doing
ties those blocks to
Related
the updates to make
both phone number
reading
them go faster.
and email addresses.
What Apple’s
Single sign-on
–D.S.
iOS 7 means for
support. Many apps,
business and
enterprise IT
such as Okta and
IT will have a loveSecureAuth, support
hate relationship
their own version of
with iOS 7, OS
single sign-ons, allowX Mavericks
ing enterprises to
and iCloud
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Trend
watch
Vendor consolidation,
increased device support
and more sophisticated
security are just a few of the
interesting changes taking
place in the MDM market.
S h u t t e r s t o ck
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T

here is a lot of activity in
the MDM space given its
diversity, but what are
the important trends
to watch? Here’s an overview of
what’s happening, what’s not, and a
little in between.

Enterprises increasingly
going mobile
The desktop is no longer the
computing device of choice for
enterprises given that they are buying proportionately more mobile
devices. Moreover, nearly half of
790 IT professionals surveyed in
the U.S., Canada, U.K., Germany and
Japan said the number of mobile
devices they have connected to
their networks today is five times
that just two years ago.

MDM vendors rapidly
consolidating
The largest software vendors are
getting larger by bulking up their
MDM offerings. In the past several years, IBM bought BigFix and
incorporated its features into its
IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile
Devices, SAP consolidated its vari-



ous offerings under its new Afaria
brand, and Citrix bought Zenprise
and folded it into a new line called
XenMobile MDM.
The major security vendors
are also getting MDM religion:
Symantec, Trend Micro, Kaspersky,
Sophos and Intel/McAfee have
introduced or purchased MDM
products and are in the process of
integrating them into their traditional endpoint security product
lines. Expect more of these kinds of
mergers, consolidations and brand
extensions in the future.

MDM vendors supporting
more heterogeneous
device collections
While most MDM vendors got
their start supporting iOS devices,
they haven’t stopped with Apple.
Many support Android devices,
and some are adding support for
BlackBerry and Windows mobile
devices as well. Vendors are also
more pluralistic, extending their
features and support to a wide
range of device types. This inclusiveness is driven by the fact that
enterprises have a wide mix of

One issue that gets a lot of IT
mindshare is whether there is
a “best” device, or if IT should
try to limit the corporatesupported device collection.
devices that must be managed.
One issue that gets a lot of IT
mindshare is whether there is
a “best” device, or if IT should try
to limit the corporate-supported
device collection. Experts say the
answer is usually no.
Earl Perkins, an identity analyst
at Gartner, said it really doesn’t
matter what the eventual mobile
device decision is, because ultimately, the enterprise is going to
pay for the consequences. (Read: It
will end up supporting many different device types anyway.) Instead
of anointing particular devices, he
said enterprises should be “willing to divide up their support into
different trust and service levels.
This is all part of having the right

corporate culture, which needs
to be able to have conversations
about relative risk.” But he added
that this should be part of a larger
discussion about the relative risk of
various IT actions: “BYOD is really
a risk issue. How much risk as an
enterprise are you willing to accept
for the number of devices you are
willing to support?”
A case in point: Fender Musical
Instruments Corp. originally rolled
out support for BlackBerrys as its
exclusive corporate-supported
mobile device but found that users
were bringing other devices into
the office. “This created a situation where people had a personal
device at home and a corporatesupported device at work. Increas-
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ingly, the work devices were seen
more as an inconvenience,” said
Jason Bredimus, vice president of
global IT infrastructure at Fender.
To solve the problem, Fender
deployed Good Technology’s
MDM solution to support a wide
array of device types. Using Good
for Enterprise, the company was
able to increase security by pushing OS updates and prevent jailbroken phones from accessing the
corporate network. It was also able
to reduce support costs.
Even BlackBerry is getting the
message: Its Enterprise Service 10
v10, which came out earlier this
year, can now manage Android
and iOS as well as BlackBerry
devices. This is the first time that
BlackBerry has acknowledged its
competition with its own software.

Lack of cross-platform
knowledge continuing
to be an issue
There are problems even if your
organization is inclusive and supports a wide device portfolio. Scott
Kraege, co-founder and CEO of
mobility service provider Mobi



Wireless Management, sees that
features, including the ability to
the lack of cross-platform knowlwhitelist or blacklist particular
edge and tools can hinder even
apps; detect whether a device has
the most liberal BYOD efforts. This
been rooted or jailbroken and block
is because Android, BlackBerry
it from network access; encrypt
and iOS devices have very difdata at rest; support two-factor
ferent APIs, security models and
authentication; set up VPNs on a
per-app basis; and set up geofencapproaches, and your IT staff
ing based on a device’s location.
needs to understand those differBut having a long list of security
ences, said Kraege.
features isn’t necessarily enough.
“The problem is that manageDetermined or sophisticated users
ment APIs in Android vary widely
can still defeat some of those meafrom one device to another,” said
sures, and because they are often
Brian Madden, a virtualization
using their own smartphones, they
analyst and blogger. “If you build
may be more motivated to get
an Android MDM app that only
around them.
interacts with the core version of
Some MDM solutions are getAndroid, it will actually be fairly
ting increasingly sophislimited in what it can do.
ticated about deployTo get more advanced
ing advanced security
management features,
features. For example,
you have to interact with
MobileIron can deliver
APIs that are added by the
on-the-fly security policy
device OEM.”
Related
reading
changes without having
MDM tools:
to reboot a smartphone
MDM vendors offering
Features
and
or restart a particular app,
more sophisticated
functions
which makes for a more
device security
compared
convenient user experiMost of the MDM tools
Android
ence. Others couple data
on the market today have
extended
APIs matrix
loss prevention techa wide range of security

niques into their MDM policies. In
the table on page 17, three key security features from the leading MDM
products are highlighted:
NN Support for multiple authentication factors as part of the
MDM management set
NN An encrypted document
container, so that individual
apps can’t access documents from other apps
NN Integration with a desktop
PC management platform
IT must understand the security
distinctions among the various
vendors and what happens when
a device trips a security alert. For
example, with IBM Endpoint Manager for Mobile Devices, if it detects
a jailbroken device, it can shut
down the user’s mailbox entirely.
This means that the user can’t get
his email from any device until the
issue is resolved. Other MDMs are
less rigid and will only disable the
particular jailbroken device from
any email access.

Automatic device enrollment
simplifying large rollouts
While securing data is important,
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it isn’t the sole factor motivating
MDM purchases. Often enterprises
are looking to migrate to a new
device form factor and want the
ability to automatically set up
hundreds of them without a lot of
manual intervention. This is the
situation that RehabCare Group
Inc. (now part of Kindred Healthcare) faced. It has long been a
leader in enterprise mobility, beginning with its Palm deployment 12
years ago. The healthcare services
provider wanted to modernize its
mobile fleet with several thousand
iOS devices and chose MobileIron
because it could automatically
enroll a variety of mobile devices
to make the rollout more productive.
As a result, departments are now
making fewer help desk calls, and
overhead is down because there
have been fewer replacement
devices. IT can easily provision
devices either individually or in
groups, which has decreased time
spent on mobile management and
support.
–D.S.




Key differences of major MDM solutions
Vendor

Extended Android
API support

Multifactor
authentication

Encrypted
document container

PC management
integration

AirWatch
Enterprise Mobility
Management

Knox, Safe

F-Secure required

Yes

Yes

Good Technology
Good for Enterprise

3LM

Yes

Yes

No

Fiberlink MaaS360

Knox, Safe,
3LM, HTC, LG

Yes

Yes

Yes

IBM Endpoint
Manager for
Mobile Devices

Safe

No

No

Some

MobileIron

Knox, Safe

Yes

Yes

Yes

SAP Afaria

Knox, Safe

Yes

Yes

Yes

Citrix XenMobile
MDM

Safe, HTC

Yes

Yes

Yes

BlackBerry
Enterprise
Server 10

Motorola

No

No

No

Note on API support: Specific vendor support by each MDM, including Samsung (Knox
and SAFE, or Samsung for Enterprise), 3LM, HTC, LG and Motorola
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Advice on how to create a
great app portfolio
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N

o matter which MDM
software you purchase,
you must understand the
basics around creating
your own apps, because at some
point, users will ask for something
you don’t have. IT leaders share
their advice on how to create the
best app portfolios.
Be proactive. Get in front of the
BYOD phenomenon, and anticipate what your users will need.
According to IDG Enterprise’s 2013
Consumerization of IT in the Enterprise survey, only a third of 1,621 IT
leaders polled characterized their
technology initiatives as proactive
or as being part of a long-term business plan, while nearly half characterized their initiatives as mostly
reactive. The more leadership you
provide, the better your chances
are for influencing what devices
and policies will be implemented.
Weigh the benefits of building
your own vs. outsourcing. Almost
half of the larger enterprises that
responded to the IDG Enterprise
survey said they are not building
employee-focused mobile apps,
but of all companies that are, 43%



of enterprises and 22% of small and
midsize businesses are creating
them internally. This shows that
the market is still maturing for inhouse app development and that
larger companies are ahead of the
curve.
Recruit mobile developers from
outside the IT organization. Adrie
Kaljee, business systems manager at European logistics company TNT Express, noted that the
best place to find up-and-coming
mobile developers isn’t within the
traditional IT ranks. “Look for people who understand business processes to build your apps,” he said.
Often the best people to develop
your mobile apps are those with a
solid grounding in day-to-day business operations, and they can be
taught the proper programming
techniques. This approach also
helps development teams recruit
people who are already trusted by
their departments and have built
the necessary rapport to get their
apps put into widespread use.
Know how you will support
the app. A bonus of recruiting
department managers to build

Mobile apps aren’t any different
from ordinary apps, and the
tendency to pile on features
ad infinitum must be avoided
apps is that it can make support
easier. However, that could backfire by consuming too much of the
developer’s time. One technique
some enterprises have pursued is
to build an in-house app store to
make it easier for users to find and
download corporate-built apps.
According to the IDG Enterprise
survey, 20% of IT leaders at companies with more than 1,000 employees said they have such a store.
That figure drops to 8% for smaller
companies.
Beware of feature creep. Mobile
apps aren’t any different from
ordinary apps, and the tendency
to pile on features ad infinitum
must be avoided. René ten Hove, IT
manager at Dutch auto parts chain
Kwik-Fit, noted the darker side of
building your own apps. “The larger
projects can have unclear scope,”

he said. “You have to stick to a plan
and prioritize other enhancements
in your next release. Otherwise,
you will never finish developing
your apps.” Kwik-Fit has been working on a project for its stores for
several years now, and has seen
feature creep and numerous project delays firsthand.
Take smaller, incremental steps.
One way to block feature creep is
to break things down into smaller
steps, especially with apps that are
frequently updated, as Google and
Amazon do with their SaaS offerings. As prolific business author
Seth Godin suggests, you “don’t
let perfection become the enemy
of the adequate.” Sometimes you
must test a particular feature or see
how actual users will interact with
your apps before you can have a
better understanding of how to
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deploy them. Some of this is just
working at Internet speeds, rather
than spending months working on
lengthy requirements documents
before writing one line of code, as
was done in the old days.
A case in point: In 2011, Liberty Mutual Insurance wanted
to develop a mobile app, but “we
didn’t know what we were getting into, and we had no previous
mobile development experience,”
said Chris Woodman, an IT manager at the company. “Two months
later, we had our app deployed.”
Woodman wanted an app that
would be simple and intuitive to
use, since it was intended for Liberty’s employees to specify when
they were taking leave time from
the company. “It had to be appealing to them personally,” he said.
Before it developed the app, Liberty used a complex combination
of faxes and manual processing
to handle personnel leave time. “A
mobile app could help us out a lot,”
Woodman said. The IT team made
use of an integrated mobile development platform from Mendix,
and “it was a breath of fresh air to



“You can bring in real apps for
a fraction of what you would
pay for other IT solutions.”
–Chris Woodman, IT manager, Liberty Mutual Insurance

work in this way. It demonstrated
how we could quickly change
items within the platform, too. We
were able to build an app for our
integrated voice response system
seamlessly. Halfway through, we
needed to change the flow of the
app for particular usability concerns.” The team has subsequently
updated the app several times and
is building other mobile apps. “You
can bring in real apps for a fraction
of what you would pay for other
IT solutions,” Woodman said. “It
doesn’t have to cost a million dollars and take a year to develop.” In
Liberty’s case, it was able to take
incremental steps and eventually
get the app working optimally.
Find better, more automated
auditing methods. The local
London Borough of Camden was
trying to keep track of mobile file

shares and wanted better auditing
tools for compliance purposes. It
deployed Accellion to make collaboration and BYOD a secure and
compliant reality for its employees. “Accellion acts as the single
platform for users to access, review
and collaborate on content from
mobile devices of their choosing,
as well as meeting all of our security and compliance requirements,”
said Ian Lawrence, IT manager for
Camden. “Now we have a solution
that’s integrated with our device
management tools and SharePoint,
allowing us to securely mobilize
our most important content and
make BYOD a reality.” It has realtime visibility into all mobile filesharing activities, maintaining
a comprehensive audit trail for
regulatory reporting, and all data is
encrypted.

Look at key integration touch
points. Understanding the best
apps to build means understanding what the existing user interfaces are within your critical systems. Once you have identified
these, you can cut down on multiple inputs or create automated
links among disparate systems
to boost productivity. For its first
mobile app, Atlanta-based financial services firm JP Turner and
Co. wanted field representatives
to be able to connect to back-end
systems and populate the data
for a particular client, enabling
them to easily bring up the client
information on their Android or
iOS phones. “We started with using
PGP encryption and an SSL VPN
portal, but that wasn’t very workable, and we wanted something
more secure,” said Jim Attaway, JP
Turner’s chief technology officer. In
January, the firm used Rover Apps’
Retriever to roll out its first mobile
app to more than 100 of its field
reps, and so far, they have been
delighted with it. “A rep can easily
show their client a visual record
of their account, and we liked the
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fact that Rover kept all client data
in a separate and encrypted container.” (Note: Rover Apps LLC was
recently acquired by Kaseya.)
Know your mobile workflows.
You should understand how an
app goes from concept to plan to
code to the debugging stage, and
what kind of information is needed
every step of the way. Scott Kraege,
co-founder and CEO of Mobi Wireless Management, noted that you
must understand how to troubleshoot workflows before you write
your apps. “Address these workflow
issues prior to rolling out any BYOD
program, with an eye towards centralized management,” he said. This
has immediate benefits: You can
be ready when something goes
wrong with your app, and avoid
or minimize any downtime when
you are trying to debug the app.
Build in security from the start.
Every MDM solution handles the
finer points of security differently
— for example, locking down a particular corporate app to a particular
device so that only HR staff can
see the payroll numbers on their
mobile devices. But don’t depend



on your MDM tool to keep your
apps secure. Build in the appropriate security from the get-go. Understand the various authentication
options that are available on your
smartphone or tablet operating
system, and incorporate them as
part of the app. Look at ways you
can tie in your existing Active
Directory or other user identity
stores and ways that they can be
compromised. Another approach
is to make use of a number of APIs
that can create app-specific VPNs
to connect with your enterprise
network. This approach secures
the data connection and keeps
the data for the app in the control
of the app itself, preventing other
apps — including personal ones on
the phone — from accessing corporate data. Apple is working on
per-app VPN features for the next
version of iOS, and other MDM vendors, such as Citrix, already have
this ability.
–D.S.
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Best Practices for Secure
Enterprise Content Mobility
While MDM offers a useful framework for provisioning
mobile devices and Mobile Application Management
(MAM) provides a useful framework for managing apps,
neither MDM nor MAM address file sharing and collaboration. Learn best practices for providing your mobile workers
with access to critical data anywhere, any time, and on any
device.

BYOD File Sharing – Go Private
Cloud to Mitigate Data Risks
The growing popularity of BYOD is jeopardizing the security and integrity of enterprise data. Seeking an easy way to
share files across devices, employees are using free public
cloud file sharing services that lack security and audit controls. Learn the benefits of adopting a private cloud solution
for enterprise file sharing.

Gartner MarketScope for Enterprise
File Synchronization and Sharing
The Gartner MarketScope notes that “enterprise file synchronization and sharing (EFSS) offerings enable productivity and collaboration for mobile workers who use multiple
devices, such as smartphones and media tablets, in addition
to PCs. Organizations must deploy EFSS services to secure
enterprise information assets.”



The 10 “Must-Haves” for Secure Enterprise Mobility
While enterprise mobility brings opportunity for your users
and organization, it also invites risk. Users should view this
whitepaper as a mobile security framework for their enterprises and a checklist for evaluating enterprise mobility
vendors. Download the whitepaper.

Critical Capabilities for Mobile
Device Management Software
Gartner provides ratings for mobile device management
(MDM) critical capabilities and provides recommendations
to guide vendor and product selection. Find out why Citrix
achieved the highest overall rating possible, Outstanding,
for MDM critical capabilities. Download the complete report.

2013 Gartner Magic Quadrant for
Mobile Device Management
After its yearly evaluation of more than 100 companies,
Gartner has recognized Citrix as a Leader, reflecting its completeness of vision and ability to execute on mobile device
management solutions. Download the complete report.
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